RETICLENP-1

™

Available in:
Nightforce 1-4x, 2.5-10x and 5.5-22x NXS riflescopes
Unobstructed view of target at all ranges
Quick target acquisition
Uncluttered and precise

Red indicates illuminated portion of reticle

Applications:
Big game and small game hunting

Above: Christine Beck of Extreme Outer Limits TV chose
Nightforce riflescopes for her successful African safari.
Obviously, it was a wise choice.

RETICLENP-1

™

We designed the Nightforce NP-1™
reticle to give the big-game hunter every
advantage in the field.

n Exceptionally fast target acquisition
n Uncluttered design allows full view of target
n Illumination standard

We’ve eliminated the heavy duplex posts
found in many ordinary hunting reticles
that obstruct your view and distract from
the target.
The heavier horizontal and vertical
lines at the three, six and nine o’clock
positions quickly direct your eye to the
center of the reticle and onto the target,
while the finer crosshairs provide precise
shot placement on both large and small
targets.
The result is a simple, extremely fast
reticle with superb performance in
virtually any hunting environment.
Its clean, open design makes it easy
to follow running game. It excels at
low magnifications in close quarters
on dangerous game, especially when
illumination is turned on to a brighter
setting, when quick, accurate response
can be a lifesaver.
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Ranging usage
Riflescope
1-4x
2.5-10x
5.5-22x

.25 moa

Accurate rangefinding is possible
only at the power settings shown above.

Power setting
4x
10x
22x

Speed kills. Just ask Brice Folden of
Canada’s Wild TV network, who didn’t
have time for cumbersome riflescopes
or reticles while taking this fine sika
stag in the rugged mountains of New
Zealand. Brice dropped his stag using a
Nightforce 2.5-10 x 32 NXS Compact.
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The NP-1 is equally adept at placing
precise shots at long distances, making
it one of the most versatile reticle
designs on the market, suitable for any
big game, anywhere in the world.
Reticle subtensions
4x
10x
A 12 moa
5 moa
B 12 moa
5 moa
C 12 moa
5 moa
D line thickness:
.30 moa
.13 moa
E line thickness:
2 moa
.75 moa
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